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ABSTRACT
Active peer learning has been shown in many studies to increase student engagement and learning. We are designing, developing, and assessing several new assignments for encouraging student acquisition of design fundamentals and gaining practice in creating visualization designs.

1 INTRODUCTION
For the last three years, I have been developing methods for active peer learning [5, 12, 17, 20, 19, 14, 3, 21] and introducing them into my Masters-level courses. I presented the foundations of this attitude towards teaching, which I call Teaching as Coaching, at a panel at Infoviz 2015 [10]. In this abstract I describe some novel assignments that we are developing to present an alternative active learning approach to the teaching of core information visualization principles. I plan very soon to introduce these as well into undergraduate and online courses.

2 NEW METHODS FOR VIZ DESIGN FEEDBACK
Principles of good design of standard information graphics are usually taught in terms of the visual variables of Bertin [1], enhanced by the scales put forward by Cleveland and McGill [4] and Mackinlay [16]. Few and Cairo describe these lucidly in their books [8, 2].

However, in my experience, students regularly violate these principles when designing their own visualizations. Therefore, it is important to give students a rigorous foundation in the design of basic charts and graphs before setting them loose on more innovative and creative forms of information visualization.

How to teach these principles? What can we do beyond the standard pedagogy of learning the known principles via readings and lecture material? In my courses I have been attempting to reinforce the ideas via active learning, using a combination of studying existing examples and active expression of the concepts by creating new examples. However, to get the best results from active learning, it is important for students to receive rapid, actionable feedback on these exercises.

For responding to existing examples, problems can be devised with known solutions and students can be shown expert critiques as well as answers to multiple choice and other kinds of quiz questions to help them assess their understanding. But high-quality feedback is more difficult to produce for designs that students produce de novo.

There are several challenges to providing feedback on students’ designs. The first is of course the time and effort this requires. But a less obvious issue is that it can be difficult to give helpful and accurate feedback on designs. This is not always a matter of opinion; what makes for a good design critique of course depends in part on what the criteria for a good design have been defined to be. For design of human-computer interfaces, in some cases, the criteria related to aesthetics, and in others to functionality, or understandability, or efficiency with which users can accomplish tasks using the design or conformance to standards, or ability to be implemented, or feelings of well-being and satisfaction, or some combination of all of these.

For a high-dimensional design space, as in the case where students are asked to plot a large table of data, sometimes the instructor is just going to be incorrect, and in other cases, feedback from more than one informed perspective is valuable.

2.1 Objectively Evaluated Visualization Assignment
A standard approach in the world of human-computer interaction is to solicit feedback from several different experts, and a common technique is the expert or heuristic evaluation, which is part of the discount usability model made popular by Jacob Nielsen and others [18]. More recently, researchers have been studying ways to leverage crowdsourcing to provide additional critiques [22, 15].

As an alternative, I was interested in developing a way to give feedback to students about their chart designs that was straightforwardly objective. I wanted at least one assignment where an external group told the students how good their designs were, rather than having my or my TA’s subjective responses determine their feedback alone.

The approach I took was motivated in part by Dow et al. [6]. I built on three important aspects of that work. First, Dow et al. [6] experimented with whether it is better for designers to start with one design and iterate on that one design, or to start with several different ideas and iterate on those in parallel. They found empirically that the latter was better; that iterating on designs in parallel led to better designs. Second, they compared having designers work alone on their ideas or work on small teams, and found that the best results came from people first generating ideas on their own and then coming together to combine the best of their ideas to create better ideas together (and in parallel).

Finally, rather than evaluating the designs via heuristic evaluation or some other critiquing method, they came up with the clever solution of letting the objective world determine which designs were “best” along some criteria. The task they assigned participants was to design a poster to advertise a community service announcement. Then they placed the final designs for each group on the web as an advertisement, and calculated how many click-throughs the advertisement generated. The better designed the poster, by these criteria, the more likely the target audience to click on the ad to learn more about the announcement.

I found these ideas to be compelling and wanted to incorporate them into my information visualization course. Although I felt the use of advertisements was innovative in that it reflected the response of uninvolved third parties who were truly reacting to the design, I sought a method that more closely reflected the principles I was trying to teach about fundamentals of usable design and visualization principles.

From this desire was born the idea for the Objectively Evaluated Visualization Assignment (OEV). The main idea of the assignment is that a good visualization allows for members of its target audience to be able to interpret it correctly and answer questions about the underlying data. In class, one of our mottos came from Cairo’s book — clarify, don’t simplify! The goal of the assignment was to objectively assess how well students’ designs allowed people viewing those designs to answer questions about the underlying data.
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This kind of evaluation falls under the Evaluating Visualization Algorithms (EVA) category of Lam et al’s taxonomy of evaluation techniques [13].

To accomplish this, I selected a dataset and told the students to create designs that would make it possible for a lay person to answer questions about that data. I gave a general idea about the types of questions that would be asked, but did not reveal the exact questions in advance. When preparing the questions, I made them challenging; I tried to make them cover a wide range of information types, so that the best visualizations would have to show both details and trends simultaneously and compactly. (Designs had to be static and were limited to 800x600 pixels.)

The reason for not telling the students the actual questions in advance is analogical to not telling programming student the actual test cases in advance – to avoid allowing them to “hard-code” the ways the visualizations will be interpreted, thus requiring the students to make designs that can be interpreted in manners beyond their initial intentions.

I then showed the students’ designs to neutral representative parties — crowd workers on Mechanical Turk — and asked these people to answer questions about the underlying data. The assumption was that the better the design, the more questions would be answered correctly.

In most cases, those designs I would have predicted were good designs did well, but I was most definitely surprised in some cases. The students’ designs had a good spread from high-scoring to low-scoring. I had the students whose designs did especially well discuss those designs in front of the class. I did find that I needed to give individual feedback for the designs that did not do well.

Another unexpected benefit of the assignment is that in some cases high-scoring solutions suggest novel (to me) design approaches that I know work well as people were able to answer questions successfully with them.

After doing this exercise twice, I feel that it worked well at achieving its goals and decided to assess it in a formal study.

2.2 Visualization Assessed Two Ways

In Summer 2015 my collaborators and I ran a study assessing the Objectively Evaluated Visualization idea, but with two significant changes [11]. Because students whose designs did not score well had asked for qualitative feedback, we decided to compare the results of a standard qualitative assessment method – heuristic evaluation – with the objective measure of seeing how many questions about the underlying data could be successfully answered using each design. The other significant change was to have students do the assessment rather than crowd workers. However, due to time constraints (the study was conducted as part of a 8 week summer school course on HCI, with only one lecture on Infoviz), the designs themselves were made by the experimenters.

The results were surprising – the students’ average assessments of quality using three heuristic guidelines (derived from [7], on a 5 point Likert scale) correlated rather well with their average scores on answering questions about the data underlying the designs (students did not answer questions about the same data sets that they did heuristic evaluations of). We realized we had a fundamentally new method of evaluating designs, and call the technique Visualization Assessed Two Ways.

This suggests that peer evaluation could be run at scale, and the two different methods used to offset one another. A common complaint from students about peer assessments is that peers might not recognize a truly innovative design. An advantage of the Visualization Assessed Two Ways approach is that a discrepancy between the two measures may indicate that something unusual is going on. We can think of the approach described here as a way for instructors, or for anyone interested in finding alternative ways to assess a design, to be warned if there is a major discrepancy between the two methods. An analogy can be drawn voting algorithms or ensemble techniques in machine learning, which combine the output of several algorithms. These tend to produce a better result than any algorithm alone, but only if the algorithms hail from different underlying distributions [9].

A big advantage of this approach is that many different assessments can be obtained, and a database of different designs for the same dataset created, each with feedback on both the qualitative and quantitative performance. New designs can be mapped into this space, providing a way for a student to compare their design to other designs that have also been assessed, to help ascertain which aspects work well and which need improvements. This database will become a valuable asset for the instruction of Infoviz both in person and online.

In Spring 2016, I successfully reproduced the results from the Summer 2015 course in my masters level Infoviz course, using three different datasets, and having students design the visualizations in pairs using the Highcharts javascript library. Students designed the visualizations as well as doing the heuristic evaluations and answering the questions about the data sets (three datasets were needed so students were not answering questions about known data values). The correlations were quite similar to those of the original study, thus lending further credence to this approach.

The next step will be to repeat this in a larger course. However, curating the data sets and creating the questions for the quantitative part of the analysis is quite time consuming for the instructor, so a further step will be to have students do this part as well, after training them in the creation of such questions and the analysis of data for this purpose.

3 GAMES FOR TEACHING PERCEPTUAL AND DESIGN PRINCIPLES

In order to prepare students for the OEV and VATW, they need to first learn the central ideas about visual perception and pre-attentive processing, selection of visual marks, Gestalt principles, consequences of color selection, and so on. A major goal of the effort is to have students acquire ownership of usability principles of information visualization, rather than having it dictated to them.

Some common approaches to making charts have poor usability but are visually appealing. These include charts containing circular marks (pie charts, bubble charts), some kinds of choropleths, tag clouds, and using color to indicate quantitative values. However, for many students, simply presenting them with the scientific evidence against these approaches is not sufficient to convince them about their poor usability.

We are developing game-like activities to see if exposing the students first hand to trying to solve problems using different variations of visualizations, paired with reflection after the fact, will lead to discovery of and acceptance of these visual principles in a more convincing manner than standard instructional approaches. We are currently devising several different game play scenarios and plan to compare these to more conventional methods. We should have results to report by the time of the workshop.
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